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Combat PatrolTM provides a 

comprehensive set of rules for skirmishes set in 
World War II.  This supplement includes optional 
rules that provide additional period flavor.  It 
also includes information on company and 
platoon organizations.   

There is growing interest in the UK in a 
hypothetical conflict in the 1980’s England of 
Margaret Thatcher.  This is an interesting 
situation that enables players to use all those 
cold war vehicles and troops that may have been 
languishing in a closet for years.  This 
supplement will not embellish, expand, or 
contradict the growing canon and backstory for 
these games.  Instead this supplement will 
provide information that players can use to 
apply Combat PatrolTM: World War II to games 
set in this genre. 

ORDERS OF BATTLE 
 The orders of battle for the British army 
changed during the Cold War as new systems 
and weapons were introduced.  These should 
provide a guide to representing additinoal units 
not explicitely covered in this supplement.  
Figures 1 through 4 show standard orders of 
battle for British and Soviet companies, 
platoons, and sections (squads). In Figures 2 
and 4, the various squads, teams, and groups are 
showin with small six-sided dice next to them.  
This indicates that those units have their own 
activation dice and, therefore, activate 
individually.   For instance Figure 2 shows that 
each infantry seciton is divided into two teams 
that each have their own activation die. 
 As the order of battle for various militia 
and irrecular groups could be ad hoc, this 

supplmenent makes no attempt to provide such 
informaiton.   As guide, for units with good 
command and control, teams of five to seven 
figures are generally appropriate.  For 
organizations with poorer command and control, 
larger teams are appropriate. 

BODY ARMOR 
Recall from Sections 1.5.1 and 3.30 that 

small arms have a penetration value.  While 
these had little or no effect in a WWII game, they 
come into play when representing body 
armor.  Weapons with higher penetration 
numbers have a greater likelihood of 
penetrating armor.   

Body armor is in classes I through X 
(Roman Numerals) with I being the least 
effective and X being the most effective.  The 
protection value of armor is the same as its 
class, so class III armor has a protection value of 
three, for instance.  As a general guide flack 
vests for the Winter of Discontent should have 
an armor class of III or IV.   

Recall also that the Action Deck cards 
include a hit location icon that had no impact in 
the basic game and were used only at the highest 
resolution to add detail to the results of wounds 
(Section 3.25). 

Method 1 
Players resolve hits, which figure was 

hit, how severely he was damaged, and whether 
he was protected by cover as normal.  If the 
target is wearing body armor and was not 
protected by cover, the player must then consult 
the hit location icon to see what portion of the 
body is colored red or yellow.   

If the target is wearing armor the part of 
the body that was hit, draw another card and 
consult the ten-sided die icon.   If the weapon 
penetration plus the “die roll” does not exceed 
the protection value of the armor, the armor 
successfully stopped the bullet, but the 
protected soldier is stunned.  If the weapon 
penetration plus the “die roll” is greater than the 
protection value of the armor on that part of the 
target’s body, the shot penetrates.   There is 
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some chance that the 
bullet will find a seam, 
weak spot, or opening or 
just has enough kinetic 
energy to penetrate. 

As an example, 
rifles have a penetration of 
1.  When firing at someone 
with class V body armor in 
the torso, if the target was 
hit in the torso, there is a 
60% chance of penetrating; 
die rolls of five through ten 
plus the rifle’s penetration 
of one will all be greater 
than the armor protection 
of five. 

In most cases even 
if the round penetrated, 
the armor still has an 
effect.  An incapacitation 
result becomes a wound, 
and a wound becomes a 
stun.  If the penetration 
“die roll” was a ten, the 
effect of the hit is NOT 
reduced.  Wounds remain 
wounds, and 
incapacitations remain 
incapacitations.  

Method 2 
Method 1 enables 

explicit representation of 
area specific armor, such 
as vests.  Looking for hit 
location is seen by some to 
slow down the game.  
Instead the game master 
chooses the armor class of 
the figures.  If the targets 
are fully armored head to 
toe, use this armor class 
for all hits.  If the targets 
are not fully armored, such 
as just wearing vests, 
shoulder pads, and thigh 
pads, reduce the armor 
class for all hits by two 
classes regardless of where 
the hit location icon 
indicated the target was 
struck.      

Figure 2: Details of a British Infantry Platoon circa 1980 showing the Teams 
that have Command Dice in Combat PatrolTM: World War II 

Figure 1: British Infantry Company circa 1980 
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“TANK TERROR” 
  Militia groups 
without formal anti-tank 
training or purpose-built 
weapons may experience 
“tank terror.  When 
untrained infantry comes 
within 12 inches of an 
armored vehicle their Guts 
rating goes down one level, 
from Elite to Regular or 
from Regular to Green.  

IMPROVISED 
ANTI-TANK 
TACTICS 
  In addition to a few 
captured anti-tank 
weapons, militia groups 
may employ a mix of 
improvised anti-tank 
weapons against armored 
vehicles. As the 
Hungarians learned 
against the Soviets, once a tank is immobilized a 
variety of improvised weapons, like Molotov 
Cocktails can be employed to knock it out. 
  Close assaults by tank hunter teams are 
conducted just as described in Section 4.8 of 
Combat PatrolTM. Molotov cocktails are not 
addressed specifically in Section 4.8.  The 
penetration number of Molotov cocktails only 
applies to vehicles, whereas the penetration 
number for satchel charges may also be applied 
to bunkers, buildings, and other types of 
improved positions.  If a player hits a vehicle 
with more than one Molotov cocktail in the same 
activation, the player makes a single 
penetration attempt adding +2 to the 
penetration number of each Molotov cocktail 
after the first one.  A team runs out of Molotov 
cocktails as described for hand grenades in 
Section 3.7 of the rules.   
  Tank hunters may shove logs or metal 

bars into the drive sprockets of armored 
vehicles.  This attack is conducted as described 
in Section 4.8; however, when drawing a card to 
determine the hit location, if (and only if) the 
result is the tracks of a tank, the tank is 
immobilized for the remainder of the game.  
Note that logs only have a one-inch attack range.  
The attackers must get VERY close in order to 
shove a log in a tank’s drive sprocket.   Treat 
logs as a single-shot weapon as descrbed in 
Section 3.7 of the rules. 
 
Table 1: Improvised anti-tank weapons 

Improvised Anti-Tank Weapons 

Weapon Short Medium Long HE 
Size Rg Pen Rg Pen Rg Pen 

Satchel 
Charge 

1 6 2 6 4 6 Small 

Molotov 
Cocktail 1 3† 2 3† 4 3† N/A 

Log 1 ‡ N/A ‡ N/A ‡ N/A 
3†  This penetration number is only applied to the a vehicle, not a 
building, fortification, bunker, etc. 
‡  If the attack is successful AND the hit location is the tracks of an 
armored vehicle, the vehicle is immobilized. 

ANTI-TANK GUIDED MISSILES 
(ATGMS) 
 The Cold War saw the development of 
anti-tank guided missiles for engaging enemy 
armored vheicles at long ranges with high 
accuracy.  These weapons have extremely long 
ranges, such as 2000 or 3000 meters.  They also 

Figure 3: Soviet Motorized Rifle Company circa 1980 
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typically have a minimum 
arming distance.  The 
Sagger missile on the 
Soviet BMP has a 
minimum range of 500 
meters, which is 
approximately 109 inches 
on the tabletop.  Other 
ATGM’s, such as the US 
Army’s M-47 Dragon have 
shorter minimum ranges 
that may be more 
approrpirate in a Combat 
PatrolTM game. 
 ATGMs have a 
relatively long time of 
flight.  The Sagger also has 
a very long flight time to 
the target, approximately 
12.5 seconds to 1,500 
meters and 25 seconds to 
3,000 meters.  As a result, 
at ranges of 1000 meters 
or more the target has the 
opportunity to attempt 
evasive maneuvers, which 
may cause the Sagger 
gunner to make violent flght corrections that 
may break the fine control wire unspooling 
behind the missile in flight.  When someone fires 
an ATGM beyond its minimum range, the shot is 
not resolved in the activation in which it was 
fired.  It is instead resolved in the firing figure’s 
next activation or at the end of the current turn, 
whichever happens first.  If the shooter is 
Stunned when the shot is resolved, it is 
automatically a miss.  If the target is no longer 
within line of sight of the shooter when the shot 
is resolved, it is automatically a miss.  
Otherwise, the shot is resolved as normal.   

HORSES   
 While a mass of horses charging into 
infantry as in the Napoleonic Wars has some 
documented advantages, it is unclear whether 

an individual on a horse with a baton or sword 
has a significant advantage when fighting one-
on-one with a dismounted opponent.  In Combat 
PatrolTM mounted figures apply a +1 modifier to 
their Melee attribute when fighting a 
dismounted figure. 
 Mounted figures draw two cards, not 
one, for movement speeds. 
 When firing at a mounted figure, if a hit 
is scored, after determining which figure was 
hit, where the figure was hit, and whether it was 
wounded or incapacitated, the player must 
determine if he hit the man or the horse.  Draw a 
card and consult the ten-sided die icon.  On a 
“roll” of 1 through 7, the horse is hit; otherwise 
the man is hit.  Apply the results of the hit as 
indicated in the previous card. 
 When a horse is incapacitated or 
wounded, the rider may be injured.  Draw a card 
from the Action Deck and consult the high 

Figure 4: Details of a Soviet Motorized Rifle Platoon circa 1980 showing the 
Teams that have Command Dice in Combat PatrolTM: World War II 
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explosive burst effects section of card.  If a 
medium burst icon is shown, the figure has been 
thrown from the horse and has been injured.  
Draw another card to determine if he is 
wounded or incapacitated. 

 

SMALL ARMS 
 The table below provides information for 
the common small arms for this period.   
 
Table 2:  Small arms attributes  

Weapon Short Medium Long Pen HtH 
Rg Shots Rg Shots Rg Shots 

L1A1 SLR 12 2 24 2 48 1 1 0 
M-16 9 2 18 1 36 1 1 0 
AK-47 9 2 18 1 36 1 1 0 
L7A1 GPMG 12 2 24 3 48 2 1 -2 
L7A1 GPMG 
on Tripod 15 3 30 3 60 3 2 -2 

Bren 12 2 24 3 48 1 1 -1 
L2A1 SMG 3 2 6 2 12 1 0 +1 
RPK-74 12 2 24 3 48 1 1 -1 
M-79  
HE † 15 (Small 

HE) 30 (Small 
HE) 60 (Small 

HE) 1 0 

M-97 
“Beehive” 4 4 8 2 16 1 0 0 

Vehicle-
mounted 
machineguns 

15 3 30 3 60 3 2 N/A 

Hand 
Grenade 1 (Small 

HE) 2 (Small 
HE) 4 (Small 

HE) N/A N/A 

Claymore 
Mine  5 ‡ 10 ‡ 20 ‡ 0 N/A 

† Minimum range = 5 inches 
‡ Use the 3-shot flamethrower template.  For each 
figure touching the template, draw a card from the 
Action Deck; with medium explosion icons indicating 
the figure was hit. 
 

A figure armed with an M-79 grenade 
launcher can declare the type of round he is 
shooting when he declares his target before 
drawing cards.  The “beehive” round is 
somewhat of a misnomer, but it works just like a 

shotgun in the basic rules.  There are no 
equivalents during this time period of the later 
US M-203 with a grenade launcher mounted to a 
rifle, so a grenadier should typically also carry a 
pistol. 

FLECHETTE AND CANISTER 
 A number of vehicle-mounted weapons 
have the ability to fire flechette, beehive, or 
canister ammunition that essentially makes the 
weapon into a very large shotgun.  While the 
terms flechette, beehive, and buckshot are often 
used synonymously, in fact they are quite 
different.  For purposes of Combat PatrolTM, 
however, they are treated the same, and they 
will be referred to as “beehive.”   Canister is 
treated slightly differently. 
 When firing a beehive round from a large 
caliber weapon, place the 3-shot flamethrower 
template at the muzzle of the weapon.  For every 
figure touching this template, draw a card from 
the Action Deck and consult the high-explosive 
results are of the card.  For every medium 
explosion icon revealed, draw another card to 
see the severity of the wound on that figure, 
wound or incapacitate.  The stun icons (!!) are 
treated normally. 
 Canister flies out to some range and then 
detonates, so the shotgun effect occurs beyond 
the muzzle of the firing weapon.  The shooter 
designates where he wants the canister round to 
detonate.  He then draws a card from the Action 
Deck to determine if he hit his desired target 
just as any other direct fire attempt.  If he fails, 
the player then rolls to scatter the point of 
detonation as in Section 1.7.  Once the point of 
detonation has been determined, place the base 
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of the 3-shot flamethrower template at this 
point, oriented along the line of fire, and draw 
cards for figures caught in this cone as described 
in the previous paragraph. 

NEW EQUIPMENT 
 When using Combat PatrolTM to play 
games set in the Winter of Discontent, new 
weapons must be represented.  Below are the 
data for weapons that may be found British and 
Soviet units during this period. 
 
Table 3: Additional Weapons for the Winter of 
Discontent

 

In addition, new vehicles must be 
represented.  Below are the stats to represent 
these vheicles in Combat PatrolTM.  Sorry the 
print is so small! 

IED’S, CAR BOMBS, AND 
COMMAND-DETONATED MINES 
 A frequent tactic in irregular warfare is 
the use of improvised explosive devices, car 
bombs, and command-detonated mines.  Before 
the game begins, the game master may allocate 
a specified number of explosives, typically one, 
to a side.  The owning player must decide where 
to place the explosive.  At least one leader must 
be able to observe the location of the explosives, 
and one figure is designated as the person with 
the detonator.  During the leader’s activation  — 

or if the figure with the detonator successfully 
rolls Reaction — the owning player may attempt 
to detonate the explosives.  Draw a card from 
the Action Deck.  If the Hit Indicator has an “Out 
of Ammunition” result, the explosives fail to 
detonate.  The owner may not attempt to 
detonate the explosives again during the game.  
If the Hit Indicator has any result other than 
“Out of Ammunition,” the explosives detonate.  
Use the large high explosive icon to resolve 
casualties.   

CAMPAIGN GAMES 
Section 3.29 includes optional rules for 

improving the quality of figures from one game 
to the next, replacing casualties, and replacing 
lost equipment.  I recommend you also use 
Section 3.28, Medics, if you are going to play 
campaign games using Combat PatrolTM.  The 
existing rules do a fine job for “regular” units.   

Irregular units should be allowed to 
scrounge weapons and ammunition from the 
battlefield between games IF the game master 
determines that they were in possession of the 
field at the end of the previous game.   This 
means that irregular units may have an eclectic 
mix of British and Soviet military weapons as 
well as civilian firearms over time.  Between 
games irregular for each weapon that 
“permanently” ran out of ammunition during the 
game the owning player draws a card from the 
Action Deck and consults the tend-sided die icon.  
On a “roll” of 1 through 5, the weapon’s 
ammunition is replenished.  Otherwise the 
weapon cannot be used, and the owning player 
will have to try again  before the next game. 
 

Rg Pen Rg Pen Rg Pen

66mm	LAW 10 25 20 20 40 15 Medium

84mm	Carl	Gustav 25 40 50 35 100 35 Medium

120mm	WOMBAT 60 40 120 35 240 35 Medium

30mm	L21	RARDEN 50 5 100 5 200 4 Small

76mm	L5A1 75 9 150 9 300 8 Medium

76mm	L23A1 75 9 150 9 300 8 Medium

RPG-7 20 26 40 22 80 19 Small

SPG-9 25 28 50 18 100 8 Medium

76.2	mm	D-56T	 100 13 200 9 400 6 Medium

73	mm	2A28	Grom	 25 28 50 18 100 8 Medium

30mm	2A42	auto	cannon 50 5 100 5 200 4 Small

Sagger	ATGM 125 30 250 30 500 30 Small

Weapon

Short Medium Long

HE	Size

Anti-Tank	Weapons

Table 4:  Vehicle Data for the Winter of Discontent 

Wpn. Lower Wheels Road CC Name

Humber	Pig 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 2 3 None None Crew:	2	+	6
Saracen 4 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 2 3 None Avg. T Crew:	2	+	9
Saladin 4 5 5 5 7 5 5 5 4 5 3 3 76mm	L5A1 75 9 150 9 300 8 Medium Avg C,	AA Crew:	3
Scimitar 4 8 7 5 8 7 6 5 5 5 3 3 30mm	L21	RARDEN 50 5 100 5 200 4 Small Avg C Crew:	3
Scorpion 4 8 7 5 8 7 6 5 5 5 3 3 76mm	L23A1 75 9 150 9 300 8 Medium Avg C Crew:	3
FV432	APC 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 None A Crew:	2	+	10
Ferret 5 5 5 6 5 5 5 4 4 6 4 4 None Avg. T Crew:	2
Fox 4 8 7 7 8 7 6 7 4 7 4 3 30mm	L21	RARDEN 50 5 100 5 200 4 Small Avg. C Crew:	3
Saxon 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 3 3 None None AA Crew:	2	+	10
Land	Rover 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 5 3 3 None None AA Crew:	2	+	4
Bedfor	4	Tonne	Truck 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 5 3 3 None None Crew:	2	+	12
PT-76 7 7 6 6 6 5 6 6 5 3 1 2 76.2	mm	D-56T	 100 13 200 9 400 6 Medium Avg C Crew:	3

73	mm	2A28	Grom	 25 28 50 18 100 8 Medium Avg C Crew:	3+8;	Swim	speed	=	1
Sagger	ATGM 125 30 250 30 500 30 Small Minimum	range	of	20	inches
30mm	2A42	auto	cannon 50 5 100 5 200 4 Small Avg C Crew:	3+8;	Swim	speed	=	1
Sagger	ATGM 125 30 250 30 500 30 Small Minimum	range	of	20	inches

BMD-1 7 6 5 6 6 5 6 6 5 5 3 3 73	mm	2A28	Grom	 25 28 50 18 100 8 Medium Avg C,	B,	B Crew:	2+6;	Swim	speed	=	1

BMP-2 6 6 6 5

5 3 3

7 7 6 6 5 5 3 3

6 5 6 6 57 7 6BMP-1 6

Type

Armor
Speed

Max	
Climb

Weapons

M L
Notes

(Front	/	Back	/	Side) Range/Penetration/Shots

Hull Turret S
HE	Size

B=bow,	C=coax,	A=AA,	T	
=	turret

Turret	
Speed

LMG MMG HMG


